GEOSPATIAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (GSEN)

GSEN 5355 DESIGN-ANALYS GIS APPLICATIONS
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
DESIGN-ANALYSIS GIS APPLICATIONS Programming course focusing on the design and implementation of GIS scripts. Topics covered include GIS scripts, GIS tool creation, and user interface design and implementation.

GSEN 5365 SPATIAL DATABASE DESIGN
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
An introduction to spatial database principles and the practical skills of design implement, and use of spatial databases. Topics covered include basic database model, spatial database design and management, spatial indexes, and spatial data mining. Advanced knowledge and skills in spatial databases are also covered.

GSEN 5381 CADASTRAL INFOSYSTEMS DESIGN
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
A review of the evolution of European cadastral systems and land records traditions and alternatives. Examination of the goals and purposes of land tenure systems with attention to social, political, legal, economic, organizational, and technical issues. Exploration of U.S. modernization efforts and the problems of developing countries.

GSEN 5382 PLCY-LEGL ASPECT SPATL INFOSYS
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
POLICY AND LEGAL ASPECTS OF SPATIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS A study of the current and emerging status of computer law in electronic environments. Covers issues related to: privacy, freedom of information, confidentiality, copyright, and legal liability; the impact of statute and case law on use of digital databases and spatial databases; and research of legal options of conflicts related to spatial data.

GSEN 5383 ADV GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS DESIGN
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
ADVANCED GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN An advanced course that focuses on spatial analysis and modeling in GIS. Topics covered include exploratory analysis of spatial data, network analysis, exploring spatial point patterns, area objects and spatial autocorrelation, spatial interpolation, and spatial regression. New approaches to spatial analysis are also covered.

GSEN 5384 GEOSPATIAL VISUALIZATION DESIGN
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
GEOSPATIAL VISUALIZATION DESIGN Basic elements of thematic cartography, cartographic theory, and cartographic projections. Integration of cartographic principles with GIS visualization. Principles of map design with GIS data.

GSEN 5385 ANALY-DIGITAL PHOTOGRAMMET ENG
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
ANALYTICAL AND DIGITAL PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING A study of the mathematical and geometric models of modern photogrammetry. Covers principles of stereoscopic vision, collinearity, coplanarity, epipolar geometry, ground control densification and extension by analytical aerotriangulation. Explores automation in photogrammetric procedures - digital aerotriangulation, automated data capture.

GSEN 5386 PROBLEMS -REMOTE SENSING ENVIR
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
PROBLEMS-REMOTE SENSING OF THE ENVIRONMENT Advanced problems in photo interpretation, photogrammetry and remote sensing within a GIS. Topics include utilization of expert computer systems, knowledge based environmental modeling, macro languages and spatial modeling languages. Operations and laboratories will cover mathematical operations on raster layers, convolution filtering, neighborhood analysis, principal components, proximity, contiguity and descriptor table manipulation. Final project includes the development of a remote sensing of the environment software program with a graphical user interface.

GSEN 5393 Graduate Creative Project
1-3 Semester Credit Hours
AN APPLIED RESEARCH GROUP PROJECT IN GEOSPATIAL SURVEYING ENGINEERING FROM PROBLEM DEFINITION TO IMPLEMENTATION IN AN AREA PROVIDED BY FACULTY IN THE COURSE OF STUDY. FALL, SPRING, AND SUMMER.

GSEN 5395 Graduate Research Design
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
PREPARATORY AND DEVELOPMENTAL RESEARCH FOR THE GRADUATE THESIS OR CREATIVE PROJECT RESULTING IN THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND FORMAL PROPOSAL OF THE GRADUATE PROJECT. THIS THESIS OR A CREATIVE PROJECT PROPOSAL MUST BE REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE PROJECT CHAIRPERSON TO RECEIVE CREDIT. A GRADE OF CREDIT/NO CREDIT WILL BE ASSIGNED FOR THE CLASS WITH THE POSSIBILITY TO ASSIGN THE GRADE OF IP OR IN PROGRESS. IF A GRADE OF IP IS ASSIGNED, THE COURSE MUST BE REPEATED THE FOLLOWING SEMESTER(S) UNTIL THE COURSE IS PASSED. CREDIT WILL NOT BE RECORDED UNTIL THE GRADUATE PROJECT PROPOSAL IS APPROVED BY THE GRADUATE PROJECT COMMITTEE CHAIR. OFFERED FALL, SPRING, AND SUMMER SEMESTERS.

GSEN 5698 Graduate Thesis
1-6 Semester Credit Hours
AN APPLIED RESEARCH PROJECT IN GEOSPATIAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FROM PROBLEM DEFINITION TO IMPLEMENTATION IN AN AREA OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO THE STUDENT THAT RELATES TO THE COURSE OF STUDY.

GSEN 6330 Spatial Systems Science
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
INTRODUCTION AND ADVANCED USAGES OF MAPPING DATUMS, COORDINATE SYSTEMS, AND ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS FOR GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (GIS). USE OF GIS TOOLS TO INVESTIGATE STATISTICAL PATTERNS AND RELATIONSHIPS AMONG MAPS AND GEO-DATABASES. DERIVATION OF NEW MAPS AND ANALYSIS BASED ON SPATIAL CONTEXT, PATTERNS, SURFACE CONFIGURATION, PROXIMITY, CONNECTIVITY AND FLOWS. Prerequisite: MATH 6316.

GSEN 6355 Geospatial Programming Techniques
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
COURSE TEACHES PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES IN GEOSPATIAL FIELDS, SUCH AS HOW TO AUTOMATE GIS TASKS USING PYTHON AND OTHER SCRIPTING LANGUAGES. AUTOMATION CAN MAKE YOUR WORK EASIER, FASTER, AND MORE ACCURATE, AND KNOWLEDGE OF A SCRIPTING LANGUAGE IS A HIGHLY DESIRED SKILL IN GIS ANALYSTS. FALL.
GSEN 6356 Programming for Geospatial Data Science
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
Python is becoming more and more popular for doing data science worldwide, especially companies are using Python to gather insights from their data and get a competitive edge. This course focuses on Python specifically for geospatial data science. Students will learn about powerful approaches to store and manipulate data as well as cool data science tools to start their own analyses.

GSEN 6357 Spatial Database Design
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
This course will focus on spatial database principles and the practical skills of design, implementation, and use of spatial databases. This course will first cover fundamentals of relational database design, and then focus on design and management of spatial databases utilizing geodatabase models. In addition, case studies of geodatabase design models in several applications will also be covered. This course is intended for students who want to design, create, maintain and manipulate data from a geospatial database. Spring.

GSEN 6365 Geospatial Data Mining
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
Geospatial data mining is the process of automatically discovering interesting and useful spatial patterns in large geospatial datasets. This course begins by covering fundamental concepts and techniques in data mining. Specific topics covered include classification, association analysis, and cluster analysis. It then focuses on using these data mining techniques for handling spatial, temporal and spatial-temporal data. In addition, the data mining tools to implement applications in geoscience will also be covered. Spring.

GSEN 6367 Geospatial Data Science
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
This course focuses on Python specifically for geospatial data science. Students will learn about powerful approaches to store and manipulate data as well as cool data science tools to start their own analyses.

GSEN 6371 Geopositioning Systems and Autonomous Navigation
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
Addresses the foundations and computational techniques of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) and inertial measurement units (IMUs) for autonomous navigation applications. Specifically, the course will cover concepts and principles of GNSS signal structures and the derivation of observables; error sources and corrections; point, differential, and kinetic positioning techniques; IMU linear and angular dynamics modeling; mechanization of inertial navigation and error propagation; global/local coordinate frames and conversion; and filtering techniques for GNSS/IMU integration. The course also covers current and future capabilities of emerging geopositioning systems as they relate to autonomous navigation and mobile devices. Fall.

GSEN 6370 UAS for Surveying and Mapping
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
Introduces the fundamentals of mapping with small unmanned aircraft systems (SUAS) using digital imaging sensors to produce high-resolution, accurate geospatial surveying products. The course will cover the full spectrum of UAS mapping including technology, current regulations, operational factors, flight design, photogrammetric data processing, and data fidelity. Supporting concepts will include georeferencing and ground control, 3D reconstruction with structure-from-motion photogrammetry, orthorectification and image mosaicking, accuracy assessment, and current developments in UAS for geomatics. Processing and analysis workflows using commercial and open-source software will be conducted to transform UAS image sequences into geospatial data products, extract analytics, assess results, and optimize output. Spring.
GSEN 6384 Geospatial Visualization Design
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
THIS COURSE WILL ENSURE THAT STUDENTS UNDERSTAND AND APPLY CARTOGRAPHIC THEORY FOR VISUAL COMMUNICATION AND VISUAL THINKING, AND BE ABLE TO CREATE, EVALUATE, AND CRITIQUE REFERENCE AND THEMATIC MAPS USING GIS SOFTWARE. FALL.

GSEN 6385 Photogrammetric Engineering and Lidar Scanning
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
A STUDY OF THE ANALYTICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FOUNDATIONS OF AIRBORNE PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND GEODETIC IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES FOR 2D AND 3D MAPPING OF NATURAL AND BUILT ENVIRONMENTS. THE COURSE COVERS PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL IMAGING, CAMERA CALIBRATION, STEREO AND MULTI-VIEW PHOTOGRAMMETRY, ANALYTICAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY, STRUCTURE-FROM-MOTION, LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING (LIDAR) SYSTEMS, AND EMERGENT SCANNING AND IMAGING APPROACHES. THE COURSE ALSO DETAILS PHOTOGRAMMETRIC AND LIDAR DATA PROCESSING, POINT CLOUD ANALYSIS, AND APPLICATIONS.

GSEN 6386 Remote Sensing and Image Analysis
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
ADDRESSES THE INTERPRETATION, PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES OF REMOTELY SENSED DATA ACQUIRED BY ORBITAL AND SUB-ORBITAL PLATFORMS. PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES AND IMAGING MECHANISMS, REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS, DATA CHARACTERISTICS, IMAGE PROCESSING, AND INFORMATION EXTRACTION METHODS WILL BE COVERED. TOPICS INCLUDE PASSIVE OPTICAL IMAGING WITH MULTISPECTRAL, HYPERSONICAL, AND THERMAL SENSING; ACTIVE IMAGING WITH RADAR SENSING; IMAGE CORRECTIONS AND RECTIFICATION; SPATIAL/FREQUENCY TRANSFORMS AND IMAGE FILTERING; IMAGE CLASSIFICATION AND FEATURE EXTRACTION; AND IMAGE PROCESSING WITH MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES. APPLICATIONS IN THE COURSE WILL BE FOCUSED ON GEOMATICS AND MONITORING OF NATURAL AND BUILT ENVIRONMENTS. FALL.

GSEN 6390 Advanced Topics
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
VARIABLE CONTENT STUDY OF SPECIFIC AREAS OF GEOSPATIAL SURVEYING ENGINEERING. MAY BE REPEATED FOR CREDIT WHEN TOPICS VARY. OFFERED ON SUFFICIENT DEMAND.

GSEN 6396 Directed Independent Study
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
STUDY IN AREAS OF CURRENT INTEREST.